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GoM Disaster and Forming New
Community
« Reply #26 on: July 09, 2010, 12:50:07 AM Reply Modify message Remove message
tz-US/NY »
Split Topic
This post could be characterized as a grim commentary.
Recently I have had inquires from various people in the Gulf of Mexico zone
concerning relocating to Montana and elsewhere.
So many have wanted to be part of new type of local community -even if small
scale among intentional neighbors, etc.
However rare few took the necessary steps when they were able. Fewer have
others who they could rely upon to establish a cooperative effort. Always there
was some excuse.
There were the usual litany of illusions of some schools being "better", preferring
one city or another, unwillingness to walk away from a hopeless mortgage, the
illusion of a "better job" working for someone, one more business “deal”, etc. and
always denial that things couldn’t get any worse.
A local official in Montana recently told me that what I have spoken about was so
“brilliant” and that few could think like this. I responded that it does not require
much to simply work together, to share, to cooperate. You get together with
others of like interest, discuss what you want to do in common, how, and what
each has to contribute toward making it happen. Yes? In our lengthy
conversation, I mentioned how when I was in my teens, houses were open and we
would come and go freely from one another’s homes. (Cleaning up the kitchen
afterwards was always a good idea, etc.) Neighbors had get-togethers, and
outdoor street/block events rarely had disturbances from disturbed people.
This is now something that rarely occurs.
It was upon reflecting on this that I remembered a time when one could give
something of ones time or something one made themselves as a simple gift and
there was never any expectation of reciprocity, or keeping an accounting tab of
such things. Later on I noticed how it became difficult to give something even to
people who appeared as “friends” if they did not feel they had any capacity to
reciprocate. And so they would refuse gifts of any type.
Now, in the Gulf region there is enormous denial coupled with a ludicrous sense
of "maybe if people got together they could stop it" (the oil flow), and of course
the pathology of having been living in a toxic zone (pre-GoM disaster) that
offered the illusion of comforts of what is familiar, etc. Now there is a growing
omni-directional anger. A few are leaving now while it is possible.
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So, there will be a panic movement, military interventions, and worse. People are
already deathly ill, the land, air and water is being poisoned and this is only the
beginning.
I had (mistakenly) thought that at least when faced with the prospect of a
growing emergency, more people would be seeking to establish a new life under
new circumstances.
For so many, there is not enough money, for others there is still the illusion of
someone else/government/BP/etc. “fixing things up”, making things “better”,
and of course a litany of denial –until they become a medical statistic.
This is a terminal situation for most.
-ASK
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What is a Person to Do?
« on: November 04, 2008, 12:23:18 AM tzUS/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove message
Split Topic

Prompted by posts such as
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=46.msg3611#msg3611,
this thread is started under what I would suggest is the most appropriate forum.
I hope everyone here can share their concerns and insights. The changes that
have only now begun are overwhelming everyone one way or another.
What can we do as "the people"...? There has to be a greater power than the
dark.
In contrast to hoping for beneficial change from a system that was never intended
for that, I for one counsel that it is vital to decide where you direct your energy.
Detachment is essential - detachment with caring if you will. Detachment means
the gentle removal of all that no longer serves ones evolutionary growth.
We are now entering a period of months of substantial change that will occur at a
rate that is barely imaginable.
My posting on the Cosmic River ...
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=868.0 may be of some help
here.
From the Earth-Humanity is most likely to emerge infinite diversity. But from
what? As part of this process, I anticipate an initial period of sorting out. I
illustrate this as simple bifurcations, each with its own sub sets of bifurcations.
Main bifurcations in the “as below” human sphere:
Cooperative
…leading to a new paradigm of being
…leading to restoration of the old under façade of new
Disengaged
…socially detached for contemplation
…socially detached into pathologies
Reactive
…seeking justice and retribution
…seeking to restore the old ways
Over the coming weeks I hope to complete a set of short stories and explanations
of what I am seeing.
-ASK
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Economic Crisis as a Catalyst for Spiritual
and Community Renewal
« Reply #2 on: November 10, 2008, 03:19:48 PM
tz-US/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove
message Split Topic

There is a potential flaw here, and that is it does not address specifically the
importance of DECOUPLING from the matrix world order. Removing of
communities of people from that predatory system si an important component to
this process..
The Obama machinery -- representing continuity of all that has transpired as
official policy from Clinton to Bush -- will be mopst likely calling for "voluntary
simplicity".
AWAKENED conscious community must find ways to remove themselves as
much as possible from the established order of things, otherwise in the long run
they are just another version of social band-aiding that facilitates the powers that
be to carry on, knowing that those following “voluntary simplicity” have been
adequately “pacified.
It would be a terrible misfortune if “conscious community” and “voluntary
simplicity” fails to address relative economic and societal independence from the
dark order of our society and becomes instead an enabling system of social
control.
Denmark is a good case in point of the power of dark social control on the part of
the “drones” who constitute Danish society. There is nothing awakened about
them, only deepened self-reinforcing maintenance of a locked down society.
They are a self-pacified people who are falsely lulled into thinking how good their
(dead and vacant) society is in taking care of them.
-ASK
PS:
The matter of "awakening", "awakened" needs to be clarified, lest it be
"misappropriated". Awakening is a short-hand term here for the human
personality (ordinary awareness) connecting to higher self or god-self and
connection to Original Source consciousness in a manner in which the
impressions and information are retained. This can only lead to changes at the
subtle energy bodies, physiology, and ordinary waking consciousness. For those
intent upon this, they woudl be in a process of awakening.
To some this will be the start of a new way of life on Earth. At first it will be
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challenging, but there will be those who persevere in forming new types of
community. Here the guiding principles we articulated can help: trust, caring,
service in a large context of connection to our true nature as spiritual beings.
It is this deliberate connection to Creation consciousness and higher self from
which one's perceptions and actions can be better informed that is so important
to the future evolution of the human specieis. Without it, humanity will be
severely limited in its ability to evolve.
-ASK
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Four Basic Principles for Awakened
Conscious Community
« on: December 11, 2007, 12:23:49 AM tz-US/NY
»

Reply Modify message Remove
message Split Topic

What are the basic principles that guide everyone's actions?
What is the highest shared resonance that invisibly shapes the paterns for a
group?
Of course in intentional communities based on common land, there need to be a
few basic ground rules for newcomers, that provide some basic parameters of
consdieration for one another and the natural enviornment you are in. But this
comes later and is unique to each situation. Some might suggest the golden rule
of "do unto others as you have them do unto you" - however this is not operative
in most groups of people who gather for materially-practical reasons, usually
involving food, money, land, housing, etc.
For the present, I would like to start simply by putting forward 4 basic guiding
principles for "awakened conscious community"...
In creating awakened conscious community, Trust, Caring, and Service can
be used as guiding principles. These are within a greater context of spiritual
awakening. These four principles are fundamental building blocks of Creation –
ones that are clear of the dark influences that have so plagued humanity. You are
invited to use these spiritually-derived principles in daily life and in finding
conscious community.
If you are in communtiy already, you might share the most fundamental guiding
principles that work for you.
(an article that discusses this more is at the following link:
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Awakened%20Community-%20Nov%2007.pdf or view most of it here at the articles section in this forum :
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=13.0)
As we connect in this manner, we will be forming a new fabric, a new warp and
weft, one that is visible and accessible to all. Awakened conscious communities of
people will be like “islands” that stand above the overall level of humanity. The
presence of these “islands” will be easier for more people to shift to a new way of
being. This is a vital part of a transition process that makes a greater
transformation ever more possible. As the capacity for this process grows, the
higher the overall vibrational state of your being. The stronger and higher the
vibrational state, the greater your capacity for transformation. There is of course
always the benefit of mutual material and spiritual support.
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As we help develop groups in this manner, it will be important to examine the
concerns of material life such as economy and livelihood, energy, natural
environment, food production and distribution, neighbors connecting to and
helping one another, culture, housing, governance, spirituality, and more.
There is no teaching, methodology, or gurus here, and certainly no fee to be paid!
It is between you and your higher nature –and in your connection with others at
the highest commonality possible in any given situation.
Through common practice, whether in meetings or in service with others in the
general community, new spiritual energy is freed up and can flow. This in turn
raises the spiritual energy available to more people over a larger area.
-ASK
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